
9 THROUGH THE DARK CONTINENT.

botany, and ethnology. I thus became possessed of over one hundred an 1

thirty books upon Africa, which I studied with the zeal of one who had a

living interest in the subject, and with the understanding of one who had

teen already four times on the continent. I knew what had been accomplished

by African explorers, and I knew how much of the dark interior was still

unknown to the world. Until late hours I sat up, inventing and planning,

sketching out routes, laying out lengthy lines of^ssihle exploration, noting
many suggestions which the continued study of my project created. I also

drew up lists of instruments and other paraphernalia that would be required

to map, lay out, and describe the new regions to be traversed.

I had strolled over one day to the office of the Daily Telegraph, full of the

subject. While I was discussing journalistic enterprise in general with one of

the staff, the Editor entered. We spoke of Livingstone and the unfinished

task remaining behind him. In reply to an eager remark which I made, he

asked :—

“ Could you, and would you, complete the work ? And what is there to

do?”

I answered :

“The outlet of Lake Tanganika is undiscovered. We know nothing

scarcely—except what Speke has sketched out—of Lake Victoria; we do not

even know whether it consists of one or many lakes, and therefore the sources

of the Nile are still unknown. Moreover, the western half of the African

continent is still a white blank.”

“ Do you think you can settle all this, if we commission you ? ”

“While I live, there will be something done. If I survive the time

required to perform all the work, all shall be done.”

The matter was for the moment suspended, because Mr. James Gordon

Bennett, of the New York Herald, had prior claims on my services.

A telegram was despatched to New York to him : “ Would he join the

Daily Telegraph in sending Stanley out to Africa, to complete the discoveries of

Speke, Burton, and Livingstone ? ” and, within twenty-four hours, my “ new

mission ” to Africa was determined on as a joint expedition, by the laconic

answer which the cable flashed under the Atlantic : “ Yes ; Bennett.”

A few days before I departed for Africa, the Daily Telegraph announced’ in

a leading article that its proprietors had united with Mr. James Gordon

Bennett in organizing an expedition of African discovery, under the command

of Mr. Henry M. Stanley. “The purpose of the enterprise,” it said, “is to

complete the work left unfinished by the lamented death of Dr. Livingstone ;

to solve, if possible, the remaining problems of the geography of Central

Africa ; and to investigate and report upon the haunts of the slave-traders.”

* * * # represent the two nations whoso common interest in the

re&lt;^eneration of Africa was so well illustrated when the lost English explorer

was rediscovered by the energetic American correspondent. In that memor-


